Unusual Fatwas

- Raymond Ibrahim: Islamic ‘Adult Breastfeeding’ Fatwas Return (4/2012)

- Islamic 'Death-Sex' in Context :: Raymond Ibrahim May 2012 - He explains: “last week's news of Egyptian parliamentarians trying to pass a "farewell intercourse" law legalizing sex with one's wife up to six hours after she dies has yet to be fully appreciated.” Then he explains this is in hadith, and goes back to Muhammad.

- MEMRI: London-Based Shiite Cleric Yasser Al-Habib in Anti-Sunni Rhetoric: The Caliph Omar Had an Anal Disease that Made Him Addicted to Homosexuality (2012) Transcript. “It is told [in the hadith] that Omar Ibn Al-Khattab had an anal disease, which could be cured only by semen. One should know that this is a well-known medical condition, which is also mentioned in sacred texts. Someone who, God forbid, has been penetrated in the anus – a worm grows within him, due to the semen discharged in him... A disease develops in his anus, and as a result, he cannot calm down, unless... That’s right, it becomes like an addiction, and he cannot calm down unless he is penetrated again and again....if the newborn is not one of our Shiites, the devil inserts his index finger into the anus of the newborn, who thus becomes a passive homosexual.”

- Sodomy "For the Sake of Islam" :: Raymond Ibrahim 2012 MEMRITV Transcript

- Wahhabi Fatwa Permits Sodomy to Widen the Anus as a Means to Jihad MEMRITV picks up same story after Ibrahim accused of hoax.

- Islam’s Insanities: All Just a ‘Hoax’? 2012, Raymond Ibrahim

- Shocking Video: Muslim Women Drinking Camel Urine for ‘Good Health’ | Raymond Ibrahim